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Abstract

In this communication, systematic first principles calculation has been scrutinize
to evaluate bonding nature, structural, electronic, and optical properties of
RbHgF3. The findings are based on total energy calculations where Khon Sham
(KS) equation is solved by means of density functional theory (FP-LAPW)
method. Optimization of structural parameters is done with variety of
approximations, which corroborates through comparison with available
experimental data. Assessment of band profile through GGA plus Trans-Blaha
modified Becke–Johnson (TB-mBJ) potential highlights underestimation of
bandgap with traditional Generalized Gradient approximations. Specific
contribution of particular states on electronic properties is investigated by means
of total and partial density of states while contour maps of electron density are
used to sightsee bonding character and it is evaluated that emphasized compound
is (M-Γ) indirect bandgap material with mixed ionic and covalent bonding
character. Additionally attention is paid to absorption and reflection spectra of
RbHgF3fluoroperovskite by reconnoitering optical properties, which shows
extensive absorption and reflection in high frequency regions. Expectantly,
current study would benchmark various quantum mechanical effects, which must
be taken into account to understand and utilize RbHgF3 in fabricating practical
devices.
Keywords: first- principles study, fluorine based perovskites, electronic property,
optical property
Introduction
The knowledge of physical properties of materials is always a principal field of
curiosity but in today’s hi-tech era trust of potential investors can be strengthened
by engrossment of researchers in competition towards higher proficiencies. To
fulfill this need material scientists & researchers struggling hard for economical
and resourceful materials. The class of compounds having ABF3 stoichiometry is
known as fluoroperovskites. Here A is usually alkali, alkaline or rare earth metals
while B is supposed to be transition, post transition and non-transition metals
although anion is represented by X that are oxides and halides [1].
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In this study emphasize is given to Rubidium based mercury
fluoroperovskite which own great technological importance in fabricating low
birefringent excellent lens materials, transparent coating devices, opto-electronic
& optical pathways, photovoltaic applications, ionic conducting, luminescence
capacitor, UV detectors as well as Light Emitting Diodes (LED). Particularly
RbHgF3 is a superior choice for the high-class lens materials because it does not
suffer with birefringence, which can make design of lenses problematic [2-10].
Comprehensive experimental studies are available on their interesting structural
properties which is being confirmed that under consideration compound
crystallizes in cubic structure and it do not unveil any phase transition under
varies pressure and temperature [11-12].
From above literature this idea can be established that focused material is
technically sound which motivate us to inquire it in detail. Our main goal is to
improve trends of all physical properties concurrently. This paper is schematized
in the following sections where Section 1, have already described some
introductory details about materials and their applications. Section 2, is devoted to
method and computational detail of calculations. Section 3, present results, and
discussions of structural and opto-electronic properties. Finally, all results are
compared with previous studies where data is available. At the end, we enlighten
future prospective of this research.
2. Computational Details
The present first principles study have been carried out on the basis of
density functional theory (DFT) which is implemented in wien2k code to solve
Kohn Sham equation within Full Potential Linearized Augmented Plane Wave
(FP-LAPW) method. This method is one of the best methods for appropriate
computation of electronic states and optical response of various crystalline solids.
For structural optimization the exchange correlation approximation is treated
with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof Generalized Gradient Approximation (PBE-GGA),
Wu Cohen Generalized Gradient Approximation (WC-GGA), PBEsol-GGA and
Local Density Approximation (LDA) while for opto-electronic properties recently
bugged GGA plus Trans-Blaha modified Becke–Johnson (TB-mBJ) potential is
employed [13-16].
In order to enhance accuracy in calculations valence electrons are treated
semi-relativistically and core electrons are treated fully relativistically.
Convergence in basis size is achieved with a cut-off RMT.Kmax = 8.0, which is
product of smallest muffin-tin radius RMT times the largest plane wave vector
Kmax. Brillouin zone (BZ) integration is done with 56 K point using modified
form of tetrahedron method [17]. The calculations are self-consistently converged
when total energy and charge is stable within 0.001mRy and 0.01 m respectively.
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Furthermore, to calculate validate optical properties denser mesh of Brillouin
zone (BZ) sampling is done with enormous number of K points.
Table1.
Comparison of Present calculation with previous experimental and theoretical
values for lattice constants (ao), ground state energies (Eo), bulk modulus (Bo) and
its pressure derivative (Bp) of RbHgF3 compound.
Compound

Present work

Present work

RbHgF3

————
PBE-GGA

―——
WC-GGA

ao (Å)
Eo (Ry)
Bo (GPa)
BP(GPa)
a)

4.60
-45854.51
48.84
5.61

4.57
-45854.43
49.01
5.58

Ref.[22] (Experimental work)

b)

Present work

――—
PBEsolGGA
4.53
-45854.40
49.39
5.53

Present
work

——
LDA

Experi
mental
work

Other
theoretic
al work

4.49
4.47a 4.46b
-45854.39
49.81
48.32a
5.51

Ref.[23] (Other theoretical work)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structural Properties
Ternary fluoroperovskite RbHgF3 crystallizes itself in cubic type of
structure having space group Pm3m (#221) while its unit cell occupy one
molecule. Figure1 illustrates the sites of Wyckoff coordinates which are situated
at 1a (0 0 0), 1b (1/2,1/2,0), 3c (0, 1/2, 1/2) for Rb, Hg and F respectively. This
subsection is dedicated to calculate structural properties of RbHgF3 via energy
minimization process in which total energy varies as a function of equilibrium cell
volume (Vo). Accurate total energy versus volume curve is fitted with equation of
state (EOS) developed by Murnaghan [18] as shown in Figure2.
Equilibrium lattice constant (ao), ground stata energy (Eo), bulk modulus
(Bo), and pressure derivative of bulk modulus (BP) are calculated with four
different exchange and correlation schemes namely PBE-GGA, WC-GGA, LDA
and PBEsol-GGA. However from Table1 it can be observed that lattice constant
computed by DFT slightly overvalue as compared to experimental data that can
be associated due to use of traditional DFT schemes. The value of bulk modulus
represents good crystal rigidity in RbHgF3fluoroperovskite compound.
Furthermore, Table1 depicts contrary relation between lattice constant and bulk
modulus in accordance with the trend of other fluoroperovskite compounds [1921]. As a result all structural parameters are in reasonable agreement with
previous theoretical and existing experimental data.
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Figure1. Crystal
structures of RbHgF3

Figure2. Variation of total
energy as a function of unit
cell volume for RbHgF3

3.2. Electronic Properties
The electronic properties of RbHgF3fluoroperovskite compound is
described in terms of calculating energy band structure and total as well as partial
density of states (TDOS and PDOS) whereas bonding nature is evaluated with aid
of electron density plots. In this subsection band gap is computed with GGA plus
Trans-Blaha modified Becke–Johnson (TB-mBJ) potential in order to avoid
underestimation of well-known exchange and correlation scheme of LDA and
GGA [24-27]. To clarify this concept bandstructure comparison is made with
PBE-GGA scheme to prove this underestimation. The resultant energy
bandstructure in high symmetry directions are shown in Figure3 with PBE-GGA
and mBJ potential. It can be analyzed from s that overall trend of band dispersion
curves are almost same and conduction band minimum (CBM) lies at Γ symmetry
point of brillouin zone (BZ) whereas valence band maximum (VBM) is located at
M point brillouin zone (BZ) which reveals (M-Γ) indirect bandgap of 3.2 eV and
1.0 eV from mBJ and PBE-GGA schemes respectively. Unfortunately, there is
lack of experimental bandgap data to make a reasonable comparison. However,
the compound can work well in ultraviolet region of electromagnetic spectrum
because the materials with band gaps larger than 3.1 eV work well in the
ultraviolet region of the spectrum [28].
Energy density distribution of varied states is observed in terms of total
and partial density of states (TDOS & PDOS). According to Figure4-5 it is
obvious that TDOS and PDOS of RbHgF3fluoroperovskite compound can be
splitted into varied energy regions ranging from -10 eV to 15 eV. A narrow sharp
peak is observed at -10 eV due to Rb-4p states. The upper region of valence band
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from Fermi-level to -6.1 eV is due to overlapping of Hg-3d and F-2p states.
While above Fermi level, lower part of conduction band is occupied by Hg-4s and
upper part of conduction band is filled by Rb-4d states. For the sake of precision
in density of states, we omit some distorted peaks which can hinder justification
of electronic states.

Figure3. Comparison of calculated band structure in high symmetry directions with PBEGGA & mBj potential

Figure4-5 Calculated total and partial density of states (TDOS & PDOS)
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(I) (100) plane
(II) (110) plane
Figure6. Calculated mBJ total two and three dimensional electronic charge
densities for (I) in the (100) plane and (II) in the (110) plane.
The maps of contour plots in terms of electron density communicate a
crucial role in explaining nature of chemical bond in crystalline materials [29].
The dispersion curves of contour maps are calculated along (100) and (110)
planes in 2D alongwith 3D as quoted in Figure6. The strong ionic nature of Rb-F
bond is evident from perfect spherical charge distribution between cation of
rubidium and anion of fluorine. The charge is transferred between Rbcation and F
anion due to large electronegativity difference in them. On the other hand,
uniform distribution is observed between Hg cation and F anion which divulges
covalent nature in HgF3octahedra. In fact above analysis synchronizes well with
results of DOS Figure4-5 where p-d hybridization is maximum between Hg-3d
and F-2p states. Conclusively our results authorize mixed ionic as well as
covalent bonding nature in RbHgF3. Furthermore in Refs. [20,21] similar results
of bonding type is observed for other fluoroperovskite compounds.
In order to expose internal behavior of emphasized compound the tool of
optical analysis is employed. Fundamental optical responses include imaginary
part of dielectric function 𝜀2 (ω), real part dielectric function
𝜀1 (ω). Further analysis is extended to plot optical spectra of absorption coefficient
and reflectivity which are crucial in concern with device applications.
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The complex dielectric function 𝜀(ω) can break into real and imaginary
part according to following relation [30]:
𝜀(𝜔) = 𝜀1 (𝜔) + 𝑖𝜀2 (𝜔)

(1)

In equation (1) 𝜀2 (ω) denotes imaginary part of dielectric function while
𝜀 1(ω) represent real part of dielectric function. The analysis of 𝜀2 (ω) as shown in
Figure7 out complete response of material due to applied electromagnetic
radiation. In this study, we highlight results of direct interband transition although
summarizing all possible transitions originating from occupied valence band to
unoccupied conduction band taking into account appropriate element of transition
dipole matrix [31].The widespread peaks of 𝜀2 (ω) follow pattern of DOS and
band structure of the investigated compound. The threshold energy point occurs at
5.2 eV approximately while the major peak are located at 5.9 eV which
corresponds to transition of occupied valence band states to unoccupied
conduction band states. These peaks are majorly due to Hg-4s states. After that
diverse peaks are observed till 15eV which occurs due to hybridized states of Rb4d alongwith some p states of Hg as well as F.
Absorptive behavior of material is analyzed with the help of real part of
dielectric function 𝜀1 (ω) as shown in Figure8. At zero frequency limit static part
of dielectric function 𝜀1 (0) is observed at 1.88 eV. The curves of 𝜀1 (ω) starts
increasing and attains a maximum value at around 5 eV and an overall narrow
bandgap semiconductive nature is observed.
The plot of absorption coefficient as a function of energy depicts that
RbHgF3 starts absorbing electromagnetic radiation at about 5.25 eV as presented
in Figure9. This particular energy is also known as threshold point. This threshold
point is exactly in accordance with trend of bandgap. Hereafter oscillations are
observed with increasing absorption pattern in spectra. Investigated material starts
absorbing effectively within 21-25 eV range while highest prominent peak is
observed at around 21.5 eV. After the incent of optimum absorption peak it again
going to decrease suffering trivial variations. Analysis of absorption spectra
concludes clearly about application of this fluoroperovskite for absorption
purposes in wide range of Ultra-Violet region of electromagnetic spectrum
typically at about 21.5 eV.
The calculated spectrum of reflectivity as a function of electromagnetic
energy is shown in Figure10. The phenomenon of reflectivity stays below 9-10%
upto 20eV. Currently focused material starts reflecting highly and attains
maximum value almost at 22eV that helps to understand that by following
different regions of electromagnetic spectrum (EM) RbHgF3 remains highly
transparent in infrared (IR) and visible (V) regions which recommends that under
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consideration compound is an upbeat candidate for efficient lenses and
transparent coating devices.

Ԑ1(ω)

Figure7. Calculated imaginary part 𝜀2 (𝜔) of the di-electric function for RbhgF3
compound

Energy (eV)

Figure8. Calculated real part 𝜀1 (ω) of the dielectric
function for RbHgF3 compound.
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Energy (eV)

Figure9. Reflectivity R(ω) as a function of energy for
RbHgF3 compound

Figure10. Absorption coefficient α(ω) as a function of energy for RbHgF3
compound
4. Conclusion
In this work, all electron self-consistent Full Potential-Linearized
Augmented Plane Wave (FP-LAPW) method is used to explore structural,
electronic, and optical properties of RbHgF3 fluoro-perovskite compound. In order
to inspect optimized structural parameters exchange-correlation contribution is
treated with four different approximations. To elude underestimation of band
profile by other DFT schemes we highlight GGA plus Trans-Blaha modified
Becke–Johnson (TB-mBJ) potential in lieu of attaining opto-electronic results
near to expected experimental findings. Energy band profile confirms that
investigated material is a narrow and indirect energy bandgap (M–Γ)
semicondutor. The total and partial density of state curves is used to define
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contribution of different bands. In addition to it contour maps of electron density
authenticates mixed covalent-ionic behavior. These results are in favorable
agreement with previous theoretical and existing experimental data. The optical
properties are discussed in terms of advantageous functional parameters and
analysis is being done by interband contribution that shows RbHgF3 possess wide
range of absorption and reflection in high frequency regions and these
characteristics make them useful for transparent coatings and fabricating low
birefringent high-quality lenses. Conclusively limelight fluoroperovskitecan
efficiently be used for fabricating high-class low birefringentlense material and
photovoltaic applications.
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